INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we explore the use of neighborhood search techniques for finding optimal solutions to the symmetric traveling salesman problem. These techniques have been dramatically successful in obtaining locally optimal solutions to this problem, which are often globally optimal or close to optimal, for a reasonable expenditure of effort [1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 12] . (References [16, 18] contain discussions concerning the probability that a local optimum so produced will, in fact, be globally optimal.) Extensions of these techniques can guarantee the globally optimum solution, but the effort involved is at least an exponential function of the number of cities, n. Indeed, as this paper demonstrates, all local search algorithms that are capable of guaranteeing the global optimum to an arbitrary n-city problem must grow at least as fast as ((n --2)/2)!. Thus for large problems, these algorithms are computationally inefficient.
In the following sections we show that any exact neighborhood search algorithm for the traveling salesman problem must inspect a prohibitively large number of feasible solutions. We begin with a brief discussion of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and neighborhood search techniques in Section 2. In Section 3 we develop a necessary condition for neighborhood search to converge to a solution that must be globally optimal. We use this result in Sections 4 and 5 to obtain a lower bound on the effectiveness of neighborhood search as applied to the TSP. 25 Copyright 9 1976 by Academic Press, Inc. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
THE TSP AND HEURISTIC SEARCH ALGORITHMS
The TSP can be described briefly as follows. Given a set of n cities, consider the weighted undirected graph formed by taking the cities as nodes, with the arc length between nodes i and j defined to be the distance between cities i and j. The feasible solutions are represented by the (n --1)!/2 Hamiltonian circuits. The cost of a feasible solution is the sum of the lengths of its arcs, or intercity links. Given the (~) arc lengths, the optimal feasible solution is the Hamiltonian circuit of minimum cost. We refer to a particular assignment of arc lengths as the parameter x of the problem, and assume for simplicity that x can take on any set of (i) real values. Although the use of some other reasonable parameter set might cause serious technical difficulties, it would not strongly affect the conclusions reached below. It is easy to show, for example, that restricting the (~) values of x to be positive is of no consequence in the following theory. We write c(s, x) for the cost of the feasible solution s with respect to the parameter x. For a more detailed discussion of the TSP we recommend [2] .
As with any combinatorial problem, it is of interest to determine the growth rate of proposed algorithms as a function of a key variable, here taken to be the number of cities, n.
To date, there is no known algorithm for solving the TSP that grows less than exponentially with the number of cities. It is not surprising that a number of fast-running heuristic procedures have been developed that produce solutions that may not be optimal. We refer to those algorithms that always find the optimal solution as exact algorithms, and to the heuristic procedures as approximate algorithms. A particularly effective class of approximate algorithms may be described as neighborhood search algorithms.
We now give an informal definition of neighborhood search. More discussion can be found in [11, 15, 17] . Let S, denote the set of feasible solutions associated with the n-city problem. For every solution s G S~, a subset or neighborhood of S,,, N(s) , is defined. When such a neighborhood has been defined for each s e S~, we say that a neighborhood structure N has been defined on Sn. Given a specific parameter, x, a sequence of solutions in S, is then generated as follows. s:, the initial solution, is arbitrary.
When for some k, c(sk , x) <~ c(s, x) for all s G N(sk), sk is said to be locally optimal with respect to the structure N. Note that sk is not necessarily globally optimal, but the cost of elements of the sequence is strictly decreasing.
We have not discussed the procedure by which s I is chosen, or the order in which the solutions in N(si) are searched for the improvement Si+l 9 In practice, these choices are usually pseudorandom. Indeed, the algorithm may be repeated on many different random starts, producing in general several different local optima of which the best is chosen as the final solution.
A local search algorithm developed by I,in [12] in 1965 is one of the best computational methods for the TSP known today. At roughly the same time, Reiter and Sherman [15] also had some success with similar algorithms and formalized the con--cept of neighborhood search.
It is important to note that with all neighborhood search algorithms the neighborhood structure is fixed prior to presenting a given instance of the problem (that is, the parameter) to the algorithm. Particular algorithms will differ in the method used to select s t and in the strategy used to search N(si) for any given solution s i .
In comparing different algorithms, we choose to count the worst-case number of solutions examined as the complexity measure. While the inherent pseudorandom nature of neighborhood search algorithms makes this measure difficult to determine precisely, we can bound it with the following observation. Suppose that our algorithm is fortunate enough always to pick the optimal solution as s 1 (a friendly demon is at work!). We would still have to explore all of N(sl) before terminating to ascertain that s 1 was indeed optimal. The symmetry of the parameter set implies that all feasible solutions have a chance of being optimal, so the worst-case behavior is bounded from below by Max IN(s,)!. feasibles, (We use ! P! to denote the cardinality of the set P.) We use this fact to bound the complexity of exact local search algorithms in Section 5.
DEFIr~ITION. A neighborhood structure N is exact if for any parameter x and any
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for all s ~ N(s,) ~ s i is optimal.
In Otiler words, a neighborhood structure N is exact provided any local optimum with respect to N is a global optimum. It is easy to see that if N(si) =: S n for all s i , the corresponding algorithm is in fact exact, but that the complexity of this algorithm is bounded from below by (n-1)!/2 for the TSP. For smaller neighborhood structures, the search algorithm may not be exact, and it becomes possible to produce locally optimum solutions. Our desire to consider those neighborhood structures that are just sufficient to correspond to exact algorithms motivates the next section.
A THEOREM CONCERNING EXACTNESS
We now introduce a result relating to the exactness of neighborhood structures [16, 17] . Although this result actually applies to a wide class of problems of which the TSP is but one example, we phrase it here in terms of the TSP. See [16] for more general statements of both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 below.
DEFINITION. Given a feasible solution s~., we define as O(s~) that set of solutions s k E Sn for which there exists an x such that
c(sk , x) < c(s~ , x) ~ c(si , x)
for all i v ~ j, k.
In other words, O(sj) consists of those solutions that can be uniquely optimal when s t is second to optimal.
The feasible solutions of the TSP are uniquely determined by the order in which the cities are arrived at in the Hamiltonian circuit. By merely renaming the cities of the problem, we can transform any feasible solution to any other feasible solution. This symmetry implies that the size of O(s) does not vary with s.
THEOREM l. The minimal exact neighborhood structure for the TSP is unique and consists of O(s) for each s ~ S, .
Proof. We first show that if N is exact, then O(s) C N(S) for every s E S. We prove the contrapositive. For some s, assume that there is an s' E O(s) for which s' 6 N(s).
Then by the definition of O(s) there exists a parameter x such that s' is uniquely optimal and s is second to optimal. Now suppose for this x, s happens to be chosen as the initial feasible solution. Then s will be locally optimal with respect to N, but it is not globally optimal, a contradiction.
We have thus shown that if the neighborhood structure N is exact, N(s) must contain O(s) for each s. We now show that the neighborhood structure comprising O(s) for each s is in fact exact. This is equivalent to showing that if s is nonoptimal then some element of O(s) has lower cost than s. Assume therefore that there exists a parameter x 1 for which s is nonoptimal and for which all solutions in O(s) have higher cost. For the sake of contradiction, we construct another parameter for which some 
PRIMARY CHANGES
We have been unable to characterize explicitly the complete O-neighborhoods for the TSP. In this section we provide some important definitions and prove some preliminary results concerning certain feasible solutions that must be contained in O(s).
These results allow us in Section 5 to calculate a lower bound on the size of the complete neighborhoods, and hence on the complexity of the exact algorithms. Given a feasible TSP solution s, let A -----{a I ,..., ak} be a set of links belonging to s, and B = {b I ..... bk} be a set of links not belonging to s. We denote by G (A, B) the graph whose vertex set corresponds to the set of links A, with an edge connecting node i and node j iff some b ~ B is adjacent to both link ai and link a~.. We write s --A + B to mean the set of intercity links obtained by the removal of the set A and the addition of the set B to the solution s.
LEMMA 1. If S' = S --A + B is a nonadjacent k-change of s, then G(A, B) consists of k edges forming one or more disjoint cycles.
Proof. Assume that s' is a nonadjacent change of s, and assume that some b ~ B is the link between cities m and n. In order that these cities end up with exactly two incident links, both m and n must have had exactly one link renmved. Thus we have each end of b adjacent to a link of A, which implies that each of the k b's appears in G. Now assume that some element a E A links cities i and j. Since we assume that no other element in A is incident to either i or j, and since in a feasible solution every city must have exactly two incident links, B must contain exactly one link incident to i and one to j. Thus each end of the link a is adjacent to exactly one link in B. This implies that all the vertices of G have a degree (the number of incident edges) of two, which in turn implies that G consists of disjoint cycles.
Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. If S' is a nonadjacent change of s such that G(A, B) consists of a single cycle then s' is a primary change of s.
THEOREM 2. Let s and s' be feasible solutions to the n-city problem. If s' is a primary k-change of s then s' ~ O(s).
Proof. We construct a parameter for which s' is uniquely optimal with s uniquely But we have chosen 9 so that 2ke < 1 + 9 so by (2) the cost of sl is greater than both s' and $.
Let s 
A LOWER BOUND ON THE SIZE OF O(s)
We now find a lower bound on the number of primary changes of a TSP solution, and hence a lower bound on O(s). G(A, B) .
Let K(n) denote the size of the largest nonadjacent set that can be removed from an n-city solution, and M(n) denote the number of such nonadjacent sets. Since the number of distinct cycles on k points is (k --1)!/2, a lower bound on the number of primary changes for an n-city problem is
M(n) . ((K(n) --1)!/2).
It is apparent from Figs. la and tb that K(n) is n/2 or (n --1)/2 for even or odd n, respectively. It is also clear that M(n) = 2 for even n. For odd n notice that the two adjacent links (1 and 2 in Fig. lb With this result we have established that the time required to search only the last neighborhood arrived at in an exact algorithm, and thereby guarantee optimality, is proportional to at least ((n --2)/2)! rendering exact neighborhood search impractical for this problem.
APPENDIX: THE CONSTRUCTION OF PRIMARY CHANGES
A cycle on a set of vertices can be specified by the order in which the vertices are arrived at in a traversal of the circuit. Given a feasible TSP solution s, a nonadjacent set of links A = {a(1) ..... a(k)}, and a permutation Ir 1 ..... ~rlc, we now describe a procedure for constructing a solution s --A + B for which the order of the vertices around the circuit G (A, B) is   a(~l), a(~),. .
., a(~).
We proceed as follows.
(1) Remove a(~rl) from s. 
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Note added in proof. In this paper it is assumed that a search of a neighborhood is done enumeratively, and that parameter dependent algorithms are not employed. In recent work,* Papadimitriou and Steiglitz exhibit a combinatorial problem with an exponential neighborhood that can be searched using a linear parameter dependent algorithm. 
